
By R. Bruce Moon
With all the premium quality ammunition avail-

able today, are there still good reasons to “roll your
own?” The short answer is clearly “yes.” Here are
five good reasons to reload for your rifle.

Years ago handloading was considered a
requirement for a serious shooter, on the range or in
the field. Premium bullets were only available to
handloaders and the consistency of factory car-
tridges was not what it is today. For those who were
cost conscious, significant savings could be
achieved. Today, that has changed in large measure.
Premium bullets are available in some premium
factory loads, and the accuracy of premium factory
cartridges can approach that of handloads. For most
low-volume handloaders, the cost saving is not sig-
nificant for the first few years. However, there are
still excellent reasons to handload.

I began handloading in 1995, after I bought a
rifle in .375 H&H. The rifle was a present to me,
evidence that one day I would hunt Cape Buffalo in
Africa. I did, 10 years later. The lightest bullet avail-
able in a factory load was 270 grains, hardly a
proper round for anything I might shoot down here
in Texas. My choices were to wait until Africa to
shoot the rifle at anything other than paper, shoot
game with an ill-suited bullet, or learn to handload.
I chose handloading, and it was one of the best
decisions I ever made.

Versatility
Versatility is the number one reason to handload

today. Handloading can make one rifle suitable for
an incredible variety of game. Two examples of ver-
satile cartridges are the .30-06 and the .375 H&H.
For the one-gun hunter in North America, the .30-
06 is just about impossible to beat. For the world-
wide hunter, the same applies to the .375 H&H.

The .30-06 is most often used for deer and deer-
sized game. Authorities differ whether the 150-grain
or 165-grain bullet is best for this application, but
both provide excellent results. With full-power
loads and premium 180-grain bullets, the .30-06 is
suitable for the largest game North America has to

offer, including elk, moose and, within limits, the
big bears. At the other end of the spectrum, with
125-grain bullets, the .30-06 is an excellent per-
former on varmints.

Versatility is not limited to bullet weight.
Depending upon the game, specific bullet design
can greatly enhance the effectiveness of the car-
tridge. Hunting small-bodied whitetails or ante-
lope? Try a 150-grain “soft” bullet such as the
Nosler Ballistic Tip. Need greater penetration for
larger deer or black bear? The Nosler Partition,
Trophy Bonded Bearclaw, Barnes X or other pre-
mium bullets will get the job done. Want to hunt
coyotes in the off-season? A fast-opening 125-
grain bullet from Sierra or Nosler will produce
devastating results at all practical ranges, or an
FMJ round can be loaded to minimize pelt dam-
age. A handloader can also develop reduced loads
for specific purposes, such as turkey during deer
season, or for recoil-sensitive shooters. All this
with one gun and one set of reloading dies.

The .375 H&H has been described as a cartridge
suitable for any game in the world. Handloading
makes this claim true. I am probably one of the few
people in North America to have carried a .375
H&H while calling coyotes, but it worked. With
handloading, the owner of a .375 H&H can dupli-
cate the performance of the .300 and .338 Win-
chester Magnums at all practical ranges. Hunting
deer? The 210-grain Barnes X and a full-power load
will do anything the .300 Winchester Magnum can
do. Hunting elk? A 235- or 240-grain bullet will
provide performance matching the .338 Winchester
Magnum. Hunting the big bears in Alaska? A .375
H&H with 270- or 300-grain bullets is often
described as optimum. Hunting in Africa? The .375
H&H with premium 300-grain bullets is the number
one recommendation by professional hunters for a
one-gun safari that includes dangerous game, and is
often the minimum legal caliber for such game.
Handloading can put the .375 H&H in your hands
in the field while waiting and saving for that once-
in-a-lifetime trip to Alaska or Africa.
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